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• Specification (*Mark Gisi*)
Curriculum

Executive summary:
• Nearly Ready for December Release 2
• Slides notes in Chapters 1 and 2 complete, underway in Chapters 3, 6 and 7
• Call for help with “Check Your Understanding” slide notes in each chapter
• Request for comments
  • Slide 1, addresses the fact that we are following US law with the statement that "These slides follow US law. Different legal jurisdictions may have different legal requirements. This should be taken into account when using these slides as part of a compliance training program.” Good enough?
  • Slide 21, we need to discuss whether the definitions of disjunctive and conjunctive should be re-included.
  • Slide 53 through 64 are related to the complexity of Chapter 6, and will be more fully addressed in 2017, with our placeholder being the addition in Slide 52.
• Our Release 2 (active editing slides) can be found here: https://1drv.ms/p/s!AsXJVqby5kpnhjz7p9yryf8MJUPJ
Curriculum

• Our mailing list can be found here:
  https://lists.linuxfoundation.org/mailman/listinfo/openchain-curriculum

• Our Release 1 slides can be found here along with the overview of our progress to date:
  https://wiki.linuxfoundation.org/openchain/curriculum

• Our Release 2 (active editing slides) can be found here:
  https://1drv.ms/p/s!AsXJVqby5kpnhz7p9yryf8MJUPJ
Specification

• Recent updates to the specification 1.1 (beta)
• Language Translations
• Specification License
  • CCO - Creative Commons Zero
  • CC BY 3.0 - Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0 Unported
  • CC-BY 4.0 - Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0)
• Contributions Section re-work